
THE CEMETERY 

By Douglas D. Alder 

T he mist hung low as I stepped out into the darkness 

1 this morning, determined to stroll slowly to work. 
The street lights illuminated a fine snow which melted on 

E contact with the sidewalk. Even on the fur collar of my 
jacket the fine crystals lasted only a minute. The air was 
solemn still as I headed in the habitual direction, my 
steps knowing the path, my mind free to ramble. It was a 
morning like so many I knew in Salzburg where a medie- 
val castle loomed in the damp shadows. 

The Utah town where I walked is young. Subdivisions 
are neither romantic nor architecturally interesting but 
dark mist anywhere turns one inward. I tried to visualize 
what the haze was hiding at the end of our pioneer- 
straight street. My mind clicked - the cemetery. That 
was my direction. Sentinel tall pines stood there, leaning 
slightly to the west from a century of canyon breezes 
pressing them. They are consistent - always there, 
quietly there, in all weather. 

And I will be there too. 
Sometimes when I let my scurrying go, my mind 

diverts to that thought. "I am going to die." Before I was 
forty I refused to consider it except in the abstract, almost 
defiantly. But now late in the night when five bodies are 
breathing with steady pattern and the furnace has shut 
off, the silence before sleep beckons me to the occasional 
admission: I will die one of these days. I will know the 
pain, the struggle, perhaps gasps for breath that condi- 
tion many to want relief. Then that moment will be there. 

Aside from the sweaty palms I've had in airplanes 
when something went wrong, aside from the quick 
flashes of worry about money for the remaining family, 
aside from the sober sorrow for a widow with lonely 
burdens, aside from the pangs of unworthiness, there 
remains the moment of experience that will inevitably 
come when my body will heave and stop. 

And then -. 
It can't be that this consciousness will cease (or is that 

wishy-washy wishfulness?) It's senseless to consider the 
cemetery, the submerged vault, the winter's seepage. 
natural, yes, but senseless. Then why do I? Mother has 
said without flourish that she is ready to go. She wants 
no lingering. I .saw no moment's doubt in her visage 
when dad went so young and so suddenly. Her only 
regret, she said, was the she couldn't say goodbye. He 
was simply dead the next morning. That was real convic- 
tion, unspoken. 

I have watched others cope. Our neighbor, body infes- 
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ted with cancer, had his wife buy him a new electric 
shaver one week before he died, ritual courage to defy 
departure. My wife's parents carefully ration their ener- 
gy in their eighties, ready to go but not discussing it. 

I've passed the point of ignoring reality. The mid-life 
crisis is over. I've faced the fact that I will not be famous 
or great - that such pursuits are shallow. My mind has 
wandered to self-immortalization. I've noticed spots 
where the campus could use my philanthropy and inci- 
dentally bear my name. I've toyed with perpetuating my 
words - and concluded that there too is vanity. When 
the moment comes, my maturity will be best judged by 
my willingness to give up my space anonymously to 
another. Acclaim merely postpones the inevitable 
fading. All that is a side issue. 

The central concern deals with that moment, that 
human entity, and what follows. 

The mind of man in all ages has grappled with that 
reality. Nothing ever has or ever will stop that moment. 
The ingenuity of philosophy, of dogma, of worship, of 
science has proposed explanations. 

Yet I must face it alone. 
I feel comfort - hope - compelling need to believe 

the beauty of my conviction about eternal life. Redemp- 
tion overshadows all else. 

I kneel beside my sleeping seven year old each night to 
kiss his cheek so lightly that he will not stir. I swell with 
the beauty of his soul - a unique identity that radiates 
eternity. I feel God, my lack of merit, and that child's 
purity. I know. But I have a way to go. 

I do not have the calm that mother does. I cannot play 
at defylng death like that neighbor, almost with humor. I 
have not the lonely profundity that grandpa embodies. 
But then I've never been with them when they walked 
alone in the morning mist toward the cemetery. 




